
Autotrack Pro – Quick Guide to Song Testing 
 

AutoTrack Pro works on the simple principle that each Song has a Song Record Card 
and belongs to a Song Category. The Song Categories work a bit like a deck of cards 
with the top Song Record Card in each deck being the next Song to be scheduled from 
that Song Category as long as doing so will not break any Rules. Once scheduled, the 
Song Record Card is placed at the back of the Song Category Deck and the other 
entire Song Record Cards shuffle up by one place. In this way, each Song Category 
Deck rotates at it’s own pace with all Songs within the Song Category eventually 
making their way to the top and therefore being scheduled. However, sometimes 
songs can get ‘stuck’ at the top of the scheduling deck, this is usually due to the song 
failing on station rules and show rules which you have set up. If a song isn’t 
scheduled it will in most cases stay at the top of the deck. 
 
There are ways of checking if any of your songs are stuck. This is known as song 
testing. 
 
Deck Viewer  
You will need to open up your deck viewer, this is located on your songs tab on the 
main Autotrack Pro window. See the diagram below: 
 

 
This will bring up a deck viewer, like the diagram below,  
 

 
 



This Deck Viewer doesn’t give very much information other than song name and 
artist. If this is the only information that is displayed on your Deck Viewer you need 
to go into your Database Settings on your Settings menu which is located at the top of 
Autotrack Pro, then click on the More Settings tab. 
 
In these settings under Deck Viewer you need to have all of these options ticked. See 
the diagram below. 
 

 
 
This will then make you Deck Viewer look much more like the diagram below: 

 

 



Current Test (Cur. Test)  
 
The Current Test number represents the amount of times since a Song was last 
scheduled, that it has been considered to be scheduled again but then rejected because 
of a Station or a Show Rule. For the majority of Songs this number will be low 
because they are scheduled, go to the back of the Song Category Deck and then are 
not considered for scheduling again until they get near the top of the Deck.  
You will see however, that Songs that have a higher Cur Test number also have a low 
number in the Pos column (this refers to the Position the song is in the deck – see 
Position column below)  
 
In this example, we can see that Horny by Mousse T has been tested 4 times since it 
was last scheduled and failed each time. We can also see that this song is currently in 
position number 2 in this Song Category Deck (i.e. the 2nd one down from the top).  
This mean that Mousse T is failing the Station Rules and Show Rules that we have set 
up.  
 
It could also be if there are a lot of songs from that artist in the database and it is 
failing on the artist separation rule.  
It is usually best to check back once you have rescheduled and see if the current test 
number has continued to rise. 
 

 



 
Average Test (Avg. Test)  
 
The Average Test number represents the average amount of times the Song has been 
considered over the last 50 times that it has successfully been scheduled. 
 

 
 
In the above example, the majority of the Songs have an Average Test value of ‘1’ 
which means that they have (on average) been rejected once for the last 50 times they 
have been scheduled. If the average test number was ‘0’ it means that that song had 
on average been rejected no times for the last 50 times it was scheduled. 
 
If a song had never been scheduled though, it would also have a current test value of 
0. As it technically has never been refused due to the fact it had never been tested, it 
would remain at 0 until it had been scheduled for the first time. 
 
Position (Pos)  
 
The Position column shows the Songs current position in the Song Category Deck 
with the lower positions representing a higher position in the Deck. 
 
If we click on the Pos column header it reorganises the Songs by their position in the 
Song Category Deck. We can see that Cher and Believe is currently at the top of the 
deck. This will be the next song that is scheduled from the 1998 collection, as long as 
it doesn’t break any show or station rules. 

 
 



 


